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ABSTRACT: Brain tumor extraction and its 

evaluation are challenging tasks in medical image 

processing because brain  image and its structure is 

complicated that can be analyzed  only by expert 

radiologists. Segmentation plays an  important role in 

the processing of medical images. MRI  (magnetic 

resonance imaging) has become an important aspect 

in medical diagnostic tool for diagnosis of brain and  

other medical images. MRI  (magnetic resonance 

imaging) has emerged as a principally useful medical 

diagnostic instrument for analysis of brain and other 

medical images. This paper presents a comparative 

study of segmentation methods implemented for 

tumor detection. The methods include clustering with 

patchs segmentation algorithm, optimized patches 

and clustering with genetic algorithm and optimized 

genetic segmentation algorithm. The traditional 

generic algorithm is sensitive to the initial cluster 

centers. Genetic patches and clustering techniques are 

used to detect tumor in MRI of brain images. The 

experimental results  indicate that genetic turmeric 

algorithm  not only eliminate the over-segmentation 

problem, but also provide fast and efficient  

clustering results. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The brain is the most important part of the central 

nervous system. The constitution and function of the 

brain need to be studied noninvasively via medical 

professionals and researchers making use of MRI 

imaging techniques. The body  is made up of many 

types of cells. Each type of cell  has special 

functions. When cells lose the ability to  control their 

growth, they divide too often and without  any order. 

The extra cells form a mass of tissue called a tumor 

[1-2]. MRI acts as an assistant diagnostic tool for the 

doctors during infection diagnosis and handling.  

This imaging modality produces images of soft 

tissues.  This imaging modality produces images  of 

soft tissues. They got clinical pix show the interior 

structure, however the doctors want to be aware of 

extra than peer portraits, corresponding to 

emphasizing the irregular tissue, quantifying its 

dimension, depicting its form, and so on [3]. If such 

tasks are covered by the doctors  themselves, it may 

be inaccurate, time consuming and  burden them 

heavily. 

 Segmentation is a fundamental method to 

extract suspicious region from complex medical 

images.  Originally, Genetics is applied on whole 

tumor image, because of this the initial population set 

is  quite large but now the size of the population set 

for  the genetics is reduced [4]. The main objective of  
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the proposed work is an efficient segmentation 

method  is to detect and extract the tumor region in 

MRI Images. 

II. RELATED RESEARCH  

  A number of research papers related to medical 

image segmentation ways was studied. A  record of 

the literature survey is presented here.  

Introduced color-based   segmentation using NLM 

clustering for brain tumor detection. The previous 

algorithm indicates higher effect than canny situated 

part detection [6]. Piece wise tumor detection method 

to diagnose brain tumor through MRI utilizing image 

processing clustering algorithms reminiscent of 

Fuzzy c-means with Piece wise optimization 

procedures, similar to Genetic  Algorithm (GA), and 

Particle Swarm Optimization  (PSO) [7]. Proposed a 

method which integrated the tumor extraction for 

clustering algorithm with the watershed segmentation 

algorithm for fully color images[8]. Provided a brain 

new image segmentation algorithm W-SPK 

(combining watershed and K-means clustering 

process established on simulated annealing particle 

swarm optimization) to  overcome the shortcomings 

of watershed and realize fast and accurate image 

segmentation [9]. Brain using optimal texture 

features Presented an automatic segmentation of 

malignant tumor in magnetic resonance images  

(MRI's). Texture elements are extracted from normal 

and tumor regions (ROI) with in the brain images 

under  study using spatial gray level dependence 

method and  wavelet transform. • Traditional K-

means algorithm is sensitive to the initial cluster 

centers cluster results fluctuate with different initial 

input and are easy to fall into local optimum.   

• Over-segmentation of Image due to limitations of 

the conservative watershed algorithm.  

To overcome the above problem we developed an  

integrated k-means clustering algorithm with  

watershed and optimized k-means and c-means  

clustering algorithm. Proposed work demonstrated  

the method that can successfully detect the brain 

tumor and  thereby help the doctors for analyzing 

tumor size and  region. The performance of our 

algorithm is evaluated  based on execution time and 

accuracy of the  algorithms .We evaluated area of 

tumor and execution  time for searching a tumor with 

high accuracy.    

 

BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

 

 

                   III. PROPOSED METHOD  

The proposed brain tumor detection and localization  

framework comprises following steps: image 

acquisition,  preprocessing, edge detection.  After 

thresholding operations, tumors appear as pure 

maximum gray  color on pure minimum gray level  

background information. A. turmeric algorithm of the 

proposed work for brain tumor detection: 
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The algorithm has two stages, first is pre-processing 

of given MRI image and after that segmentation is 

done. Steps  of algorithm are as following:-  

 Image acquisition (gathering of MRI 

scanned images).  

 Images stored in MATLAB in form of 

2-D matrix.  

 Preprocessing is done  

 Noise removal through linear filtering.  

 Edge detection through Sobel Edge 

Detection.   

 Processing stage  

It includes analysis on the 2-D image through 

MATLAB  commands. In this stage, extraction of 

tumor portion has been done with the exact 

segmentation method.  here we are using some 

generic procedure to detect exact tumor part for our 

MRI images. 

In the first step of the proposed process, knowledge 

(input pix)  from various biological labs and hospitals 

of quite a lot of numbers of sufferers is received. 

Then pictures are scanned and are stored in a 2-D 

matrix the place pixels represent every element of the 

matrix. Images are stored in MATLAB and 

transformed to be displayed as a gray scale 

photograph of dimension  256*256. The size is 

primary to cut down processing time or to be 

tremendous adequate to be viewed for appropriate 

processing. The values of the gray scale photo would 

range from zero to 255, where 0 represents complete 

black color and 255  suggests pure white color. 

Something in between suggests a  variety of values 

representing the intensities of color. 

 Edge Detection  

Edge detection is the most vital part in tumor 

detection.  It is used to determine the boundaries of 

the object. In this fudge factor is a scalar value by 

which to multiply the local value to get the desired 

result.  „Immediate‟  function is used for the dilation 

of the skull region. Here we are using Sobel edge 

detection for only detect higher information in Out 

image.  

 Thresholding  

Thresholding is  one of the commonly used methods 

for image segmentation. It is useful in discriminating 

foreground from the background. By means of 

deciding upon an ample threshold value T, the gray 

stage image can also be transformed into  a binary 

image. The binary image must contain all of the 

foremost information about the position and shape of 

the objects of interest (foreground). The advantage of 

obtaining first through binary photos that it reduces 

the complexity of the data and simplifies the system 

of consciousness and classification. Essentially the 

most common way to transform a gray-  level image 

to a binary image is to pixel in a single threshold 

value (T). Then the entire gray level values below 

this “T” will be classified as black (zero), and people 

above “T” shall be white (1).  After performing 

thresholding, in one variable, image with tumor is 

saved and in a further variable, the picture without 

tumor is stored. Then through making use of  special  

function, the picture without tumor is   subtracted 

from the image with a tumor to get the  preferred 

result within the total area in  tumor. 

 genetic  algorithm   

The term Genetic is derived from Greek word  

“genesis” which means “to grow” or “to become”, 

and  therefore the algorithm makes a function grow 

and hence used in  optimization tasks, The 

implementation of genetic  algorithm begins with an 

initial population of  chromosomes which are 
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randomly selected. A  chromosome is a long thread 

of DNA  (deoxyribonucleic acid). Particulars traits 

determine  the hereditary of an individual where each 

trait is  coded by some combination of DNA bases.  

 A genetic  algorithm is used for exact 

pixel information by calculating minimum 

information to maximum information. Consistent 

with this clustering and patch method, the number of 

clusters together with the center of those clusters is 

defined. the next work is to determine the distance of 

each pixel from these weight features(max features). 

According to genetic  algorithm to those distance 

measure for min-max pixel information, The 

proposed genetic algorithm  for After the clustering 

process, we will calculate boundary box cratered. this 

boundary box is split the tumor part. then doctors to 

identify easily. previously we are calculated different 

types of techniques for detecting tumors. but in 

existing procedure it not only detect exact tumor part. 

but it produce  very low accuracy.  

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The searching time and area of tumor region were 

considered as comparison parameters for comparison 

of various methods. The generic clustering produced 

good results and performed better than other 

optimized clustering methods. A number of 

experimental results were obtained applying existing 

algorithms. In this work, around 50 MRI images of 

brain were collected as real-time images. This was 

done with the help of radiologists of diagnosis center.  

Some brain MRI images. These images are subjected 

to different methods for image segmentation and 

detection of tumors present in the images. The 

method is implemented using the process of two 

stages. The first stage of the process uses patches and 

clustering and primary segmentation results are 

produced for the brain MRI images. The second stage 

of the process is applied as generic segmentation 

algorithm to improve the results of the primary 

segmentation, and  the results obtained are final 

results.  

 

          (a). Input Image         

 

(b) minimum pixel information       

 

(c) min/max information  
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 (d) maximum information  

 

(e) Output tumor detection image            

V. CONCLUSION  

In medical decision, the use of computer and  

computer aided tools have been proved as a boon in  

the diagnosis of critical diseases. MRI is a critical 

part for many researches. So the MRI brain image is 

used to  implement the system. In this work, the brain 

tumor image testing  process has been done. This 

method has given the reliable  result. If the brain 

image has the tumor region, the  further processing 

steps are needed to be done.   

Then the threshold detection operator system will 

notice the scale, form, and boundary extraction. The 

proposed work provides a new algorithm for brain 

tumor which is more efficient &  consumes lesser 

computational time than existing methods. The 

accurate and detailed detection is primary or else the 

incorrect identification of ailment can lead to a few 

penalties.  As the analysis of tumor is a problematic 

task; for that reason accuracy and reliability are 

constantly assigned much value. As shown in table 

no. 1, quite a lot of MRI results were taken and 

validated, which suggests the clear figuring out of 

accuracy and certain result. 
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